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Minutes of the LADIES STANDING COMMITTEE meeting held on Tuesday 7th March 2017 at 
RCCC, Ochil House, Stirling, FK7 7XE at 1.15pm 

 
 
Present 
 
Jan Howard (President), Margaret Pottie (Vice-President), Gail Munro (Treasurer). 
 
Kay Gibb (Aberdeen), Margaret White (Ayr), Elspeth Bell (Border), Fiona Macfarlane (Braehead), 
Shirley Jeans (Forfar), Elaine Telfer (Greenacres), Ena Stevenson (Kinross), Ann Mitchell 
(Kirkcaldy), Fiona Motion (Lanarkshire), Isobel Edwards (Murrayfield), Anna Burnside (Stirling), Lyn 
Brown (Stranraer), Ruth Addinall (Minutes).  
 
 

1. Welcome 
President Jan welcomed everyone and thanked them for coming. She also thanked 
everyone for the notes of condolence that she had received. 

Action 

2. Apologies received from 
Margaret Nicol (Junior Vice-President), Ann Gibb (Inverness), Fiona Rutherford 
(Kinross), AnnMaree Davidson (Perth), Rhona Johnston (Stirling), Annette Blair 
(Waterfront).   JVP Margaret had intended to come to the meeting but she had been told 
to rest and our best wishes go to her. President Jan welcomed Ena Stevenson who was 
standing in for Fiona Rutherford (Kinross) and Anna Burnside for Rhona Johnston 
(Stirling). 

 

3. Minutes of the meeting held on 7th February 2017 
The following corrections were made: 

1. Page 1 – Present – “Piernie” should be “Pirnie” 
2. Page 1 – Apologies – “Piernie” should be “Pirnie” 
3. Page 1 – Apologies – after “Murrayfield,” add “Rosemary Griffiths from 

Greenacres” 
4. Page 1 – Item 4,4 – replace “paid by her local Centre” with “paid by local Centres” 
5. Page 2 – Item 6,2 – add “President Jan,” before “Vice-President” 
6. Page 2 – Item 6,2 – replace Berqhuist with Bergvist 
7. Page 2 – Item 9 – National Masters – replace “an extra” with “the last” 
8. Page 3 – Coaching Committee – 3rd line up – replace “fully were” with “were fully” 
9. Page 4 – Dates of Interest – remove the line “Scottish Curling Mixed 

Championship, Aberdeen 25-27 March” 
10. Page 4 – Dates of Interest – World Senior Curling Championship is in Lethbridge, 

Alberta, Canada and not Pyeonchang, Korea. The World Mixed Doubles Curling 
Championship is also in Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada. 

11. Page 4 – Items 12, 13 and 14 should be renumbered 11, 12 and 13 
12. Page 4 – AOCB – “Club Disolution” should be “Club Dissolution” 
13. Page 4 – Vote of Thanks – replace “Korea for” with ”in South Korea at the time of” 

 
 
The minutes were then signed off by President Jan. 

 

4. Matters arising 
1) Gail Munro had undertaken to rewrite the wording for the Rule Book regarding 

the qualifying rounds of the Henderson Bishop and would be presenting this at 
the next Rules Committee meeting, but as yet a date had not been agreed. 

2) Gail Munro said that she was quite happy to remain as Treasurer if she was 
required, but she had said that she would like someone to take over 
merchandising.  Margaret White (Ayr) said that she thought it would be a great 
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loss to this committee if she didn’t remain as Treasurer.  Gail said that she had 
taken on the role of Treasurer to provide some sort of continuity, as effectively 
the committee changed every 3 years. She did have a lot of responsibilities at 
home, which meant she had had to do some juggling.  She thanked Vice-
President Margaret who had taken a lot of the pressure off her regarding the US 
Tour. There was a common feeling round the table that there was no desire that 
Gail should be replaced and President Jan said that Gail should take this as a 
vote of confidence.  However, someone was required to take over 
merchandising.  

3) Website reports – international events are well covered but more local events 
don’t seem to be.  The rank and file contribute to the RCCC and they have an 
interest in local events.  All competitions are planned to have various items in 
place but only national competitions have an official “reporter” who provides the 
information and photos to the RCCC.  At other competitions, the ice rink would 
be expected to provide the report and photos. President Jan said that she had 
received a report from Jane Drysdale (Kinross) about the Henderson Bishop, 
which with a bit of editing could go onto the RCCC website – the Kinross website 
and Facebook pages had been excellent before and during the competition.  
Ena Stevenson (Kinross) asked who was responsible for engraving the trophies 
– Kay Gibb (Aberdeen) said that this was the RCCC.  Ena also asked whether 
photos need to be sent to the RCCC, and it was agreed that they should as they 
would be required for the Annual.  President Jan said that it does need to be 
clearer who writes reports and that they should be done within hours of an event 
finishing and submitted with photos – the Ladies Branch Operating Manual would 
be checked to ensure guidelines were up to date. Kay Gibb (Aberdeen) 
suggested that President Jan should also be included when reports were sent 
in. It was thought that Kirsten Brown would be the contact for website entries. 
The Office seem to be understaffed and the priority of the European 
Championships has caused backlogs with the normal workload. Ena Stevenson 
also said that Jane had not found the RCCC Office helpful with information 
about online scoring although she had contacted them a couple of weeks in 
advance.  On the day, one of the competitiors, Alison Taylor (Lanarkshire) had 
had to show them.  

4) Unders & Overs – due to communication misunderstandings a letter had not 
gone out to Forfar awarding them the competition for March 2017.  It was now 
too late in the season to organise this. There was discussion whether it could be 
done in October instead but it was decided that it wasn’t practical. Shirley Jeans 
(Forfar) was asked to check whether ice would be available on a Saturday or 
Sunday towards the end of March 2018. Gail Munro could then confirm this with 
the Competitions Committee.  It was confirmed that Lanarkshire had received 
confirmation of the acceptance of their bid for the Henderson Bishop finals on 26 
February – 1 March 2018. Gail Munro said that the Henderson Bishop finals 
were always held on the last Monday of February and this was decided by 
Ladies Branch and not the Competitions Committee.  Kay Gibb (Aberdeen) had 
introduced Fiona Motion (Lanarkshire) to Aline Hardie (RCCC Competitions 
Convenor) and Aline now had Fiona’s contact details for future discussions. Gail 
sometimes felt that the RCCC neglected the 12,000 ordinary curlers in favour of 
the 100 elite curlers, and that RCCC competitions should have priority over 
International ones. Vice-President Margaret said that she felt from feedback 
around the ice rinks that the RCCC were losing a lot of good will. 
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5. Treasurer’s Report 
Gail Munro circulated an up-to-date report on finances and handed out some 
outstanding invoices for US tour pins. The Prague Tour account from 2009 had been 
closed and the residue of £67.50 donated to Ladies Branch.  She pointed out that she 
was now using the term Ladies Centre Contributions to replace the International Fund 
as this no longer existed.  There had also been some merchandise sales at Kinross & 
Greenacres.  A donation of £250 had been made to the Glynhill Ladies International as 
previously agreed, and silver curling stone pendants had been bought as gifts for the 
USWCA Tourists.  At the December meeting it had been agreed, at Rhona Johnston’s 
request,  to contribute 50% towards Swedish courier Tita Bergvist’s accommodation, 
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although this was not in the December minute.  The current balance on the account is 
£9402.77.  The accounts for the US banquets had yet to be finalised.   She had not 
been aware that Ladies Branch had to pay for the Tourists tickets or that the RCCC will 
fund 50% of the gifts.   
At the last meeting, there had been questions about how the money was spent.  Gail 
said that it was effectively up to the LSC how it was spent; there has always been a 
surplus because we have worked hard with merchandise but it needs someone to 
manage this. The only real commitment is to the gifts that are distributed at the AGM, 
generally at the discretion of the President, but if there is no success at International 
level, then there will be no gifts! Also, an enameled silver badge is presented to the 
winning Scottish Ladies champions and a quote from Kirkwood’s had been received for 
£45.37 + VAT each.  Generally, expenditure is in the region of £1000 a year, and as 
long as there is an appetite to make contributions from the Ladies Centres, which is 
totally at their discretion, then this will be covered. She was not in favour of a letter 
being sent out to the Centres each year asking for donations; she felt that it was up to 
Centre Reps to plead the case.  A few people commented that there was confusion in 
the Centres as to the purpose of the donation, particularly as committees change on a 
regular basis.  Vice-President Margaret suggested a letter could go out saying that the 
International Fund no longer existed but that the Ladies Branch funded various things 
as above and would appreciate any contributions made from the Centres.  There was 
also a discussion about incoming tours; it was clear that the US and Canadian Tours 
were totally different.  Outgoing US Tours get most of their transport paid for by the US, 
so Incoming US Tours have their banquets paid by Ladies Branch, which seems unfair 
to all the ladies not having been on a US Tour.  Whereas Canadian Tours are arranged 
where everything is paid for by themselves.  The Swedish Tour is different again!  The 
Operating Manual would be investigated to see if it included any information about 
Ladies Branch finances and include information where appropriate. 
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6. Correspondence/Email 
President Jan had been notified that Anna Burnside was replacing Rhona Johnston as 
the Stirling rep, Corrie Lawrence instead of Margaret White for Ayr, Liz Paul replacing 
Fiona Macfarlane for Braehead, Anne Shaw was replacing Shirley Jeans for Forfar and 
Trish Petrie was replacing Ann Mitchell for Kirkcaldy.  

 

 President Jan then introduced Susan Kesley as a Scottish representative to the World 
Curling Federation, who was going to explain what this role entailed.  Susan said that 
she had been one of the Scottish reps since 2015, along with Bruce Crawford, Bob 
Kelly & Bill Duncan. The main duty is to attend the Annual General Assembly (AGA) in 
September of each year, which moves around the world; it had been in the States, 
Belgrade, Stockholm last year, and this year in Bled, Slovenia.  There is also a 
European Zonal Meeting(EZM) which has replaced the European Curling Federation 
which was absorbed into the WCF, and, a non-voting informative meeting, it is held at 
the European Championships.  There is also a half-yearly meeting (HYM) which is held 
at a non-Canadian World Championships, which this year will be in Beijing, last year 
being in Basle.  So far Susan had attended the AGA in Belgrade, the HYM in Basle, the 
AGA in Stockholm, the EZM at Braehead and was going to the HYM in Beijing and the 
AGA in Bled.  The EZM is usually short but allows all the European reps to catch up 
with each other and discuss European issues.  The AGA is held in conjunction with the 
Annual General Congress and lasts 3 days. There are open meetings for 2 days for 
discussion and debate on e.g. wording of rule changes, new brush technology.  Susan 
felt that the team that dealt with “brushgate” were very good; it was a decision by the 
players who wanted the game to be about shot play and not brush play. Presentations 
are also given during the Congress on e.g. future Olympic bids, past championships, 
bids for funding, the Nordic curling Tour.  Also, reports from various commissions.   
There is a big push to make Mixed Doubles more “sexy” so more rule changes will 
probably be introduced.  There are also smaller breakout sessions of 20 or 30 people to 
enable more people to contribute who might not on a bigger stage. The third day of 
Congress is the AGA, which is more official with national blazers, and where voting 
takes place.  All discussion has usually already taken place, so can be quite quick.  
Scotland is quite powerful having 12 votes, a lot of the smaller nations having 3 or 4 
with Canada having maybe 14. Before any trips are made, there have to be meetings 
with the RCCC and British Curling in order to get direction for Scottish/UK sport.  This 
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year there will be changes that affect the next Olympic cycle that will be voted on in 
September but have to be notified in July.  This year all 4 reps are going to Beijing, 
which isn’t usual, but it will be an important meeting and there is going to be big push 
from the Pacific Ring to get another entry into the World Championships.  This would 
mean either expanding the size, changing the qualification, or Europe giving up a place.   
She had found the whole experience very interesting and had gained a lot from it, 
learning about the finance and the requirements of the developing nations. She was 
fascinated by the politics of world curling, and thought it was a great honour to be able 
to represent Scotland and put something back. She would serve for a minimum of 3 
years and would probably continue for another 3 but it was important that there was 
also a turnover.  Of the Scottish and Canadian reps, at least one from each must be 
female.  Gail Munro said that the WCF has now effectively become the Mother Club of 
curling, so it was important that the Scottish reps knew the feelings of the RCCC 
regarding issues to be voted on, to which Susan agreed. The reps were totally funded 
by UK Sport, and this will only continue with success in the Olympics but grass roots 
curling also needs supporting. Some discussion followed and Susan was thanked very 
much for sharing her experiences. Gail Munro said that in the past the WCF Ladies rep 
had always attended LSC meetings and wondered if this should be reintroduced.  
Susan said that the more she knew about what other people were thinking the better 
but felt that the LSC should decide. 

7. Competitions 
Morton Trophy 
This was to be held on Tuesday 14 March at Kirkcaldy, and Ann Mitchell (Kirkcaldy) 
made the draw such that 
Dumfries would play Kinross, and  
Lanarkshire would play Forfar in the semi-final.   
Ann Mitchell said she would notify the umpire, and President Jan that she would notify 
the RCCC office for the official draw to be sent out. 
Henderson Bishop Finals 
President Jan had received a report from Jane Drysdale about the Henderson Bishop 
Finals which had been very successful.  Jane had raised a few points to which 
President Jan would reply. 
Ena Stevenson(Kinross) congratulated Murrayfield on their success which was echoed 
round the table.  The Murrayfield team of Kerry Clark, Gina Aitken, Maggie Barry and 
Betty Gibb beat the Stranraer rink of Kate Adams, Christine Cannon, Katie Wright and 
Jenni Cannon in the High Road Final winning the Henderson Bishop Trophy.  In the 
Low Road final, a second Murrayfield rink of Susan Kesley, Jenny Barr, Fran Stretton 
and Morna Aitken beat the Aberdeen rink of Kay Gibb, Barbara Ogg, Gun Remahl and 
Carolyn Johnston, winning the Cherrystone Trophy.  
Morton Trophy Rules 
Shirley Jeans (Forfar) asked about the rules regarding seconds and leads, as they were 
struggling to find a lead, and whether someone who had played at second could lead.  
The Rule Book states that a second can only play lead in the Final if they have also 
played lead in one of the section games. It is possible to field only 2 teams and forfeit 
the third game, or offer all 3 places to the section runner-up.  Kay Gibb (Aberdeen) 
suggested that this rule should be relaxed as numbers were dwindling as the previous 
year they were nearly unable to field 3 teams.   Gail Munro stated from the Rule Book, 
that all disputes should be referred to Ladies Branch.  Elspeth Bell (Border) asked if the 
sections would remain the same next year.  This was confirmed unless there was any 
change in the Centres entering; Kay Gibb (Aberdeen) was unsure at this stage whether 
Aberdeen would be competing next year.  Elspeth Bell felt that it was unfair that Border 
was in a section of 5, and suggested that the section with the 5th team should rotate on 
an annual basis. Gail Munro stated that the pre-AGM meeting had always been known 
as the Morton meeting, so any proposals for change would be acted on at that meeting, 
however she suggested that each Centre discussed the section format.  Kay Gibb 
(Aberdeen) asked that each Centre should also discuss whether the rules for the Round 
Robin be carried through to the Final. This could then be discussed in detail at the April 
meeting before the decision is made in May. 
Ladies Centre Constitutions 
Discussions were ongoing at Aberdeen as there was no-one running the Ladies Centre 
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and Kay Gibb was representing Aberdeen in a voluntary capacity with no official role.  
They had a Treasurer and a constitution but who should call the AGM?  Elaine Telfer 
(Greenacres) said that they had a similar situation with a treasurer, secretary and 
constitution.  As immediate past-president she had another year, but there was no-one 
to carry on. They were hoping to change their constitution so that the Ladies Centre 
could be run by a committee and wondered if this was allowed.   Kay Gibb (Aberdeen) 
had checked the rules and there was nothing in the RCCC rules that governed the 
content of a constitution, just that one needed to exist along with funds to run the 
Centre. In Aberdeen, the ice rink had offered to run the Ladies Centre as they don’t 
want to lose the ice bookings.  There was also a requirement to send a representative 
to the LSC, but it was a maximum of 4 consecutive years for any single person, with the 
implication that it should be a named person. If a Centre disbanded completely, it could 
have LSC representation for 2 years beyond the date of closure.  A Ladies Centre 
should represent all ladies at that ice rink. 

8. Ladies Branch Business 
World Junior Championships 
President Jan attended the World Junior Championships in Korea, along with Lyn 
Brown (Stranraer) who was there as a parent.   It was lovely to see the Scottish Junior 
Ladies, Sophie Jackson, Naomi Brown, Milli Smith, Sophie Sinclair and Laura Barr 
bring home the silver medals after being so close to relegation point.   The Junior Men 
had a bad start in their bronze game and weren’t as successful.  It was interesting to go 
to South Korea and experience a new country where English was not spoken!  Lyn 
Brown said that the girls were really grateful that President Jan had been there. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

9. RCCC Business 
Joint Meeting 
Vice-President Margaret reported on the meeting, saying that there were only 4 LSC 
reps in attendance.  Some of the reps said that it had been very short notice; in fact this 
had only been the location, as the date had always been in the diary.  It had originally 
been going to be at Lanarkshire Ice Rink, but they had been unable to host it so it had 
moved to the museum next door.  There was a query on why it hadn’t been held at the 
Scottish Championships as in previous years. Ailidh Hood (RCCC Development 
Manager) gave a presentation which included emphasising to the membership the 
benefits that were available. RCCC membership had now reached approximately 
12,000 but there had been no progress with a supporter’s membership category; this 
might include previous members who no longer curl.  There had been a suggestion of 
badges for Try Curling participants, as a marketing tool.  The Excellence Centre at 
Stirling should be ready in June. There was also discussion about the European 
Championships that had been held at Braehead; it had been felt that there were too 
many volunteers; the schools that had been invited were just from the south and not 
representative of the whole of Scotland; the TV coverage didn’t allow advertising of Try 
Curling; umpires had worked tirelessly; financially it wasn’t good - £60k unexpected 
extra expense for dehumidifiers; Braehead centre had not been supportive and insisted 
that Ticketmaster be used for ticket sales; excessive cost of the venue; rethinking use of 
the Aberdeen Hydro for the World Men’s in 2020; WCF have been asked to help with 
costs; anything not linked to venue seemed to be inline with expectations so Wheelchair 
and Juniors events should be okay. Helen Kallow is the RCCC Disability Officer, funded 
by external charities, and Ann Mitchell (Kirkcaldy) said that she had visited them last 
week and she had been terrific with the disability curlers.  There had been an update on 
the Strategic plan, showing numbers around the individual ice rinks, and requests for 
suggestions on how to increase numbers. 
Coaching Committee 
They had been unable to organise one in January but one was due to be held on Friday 
10 March.  This would be the last meeting that Giles Lomax (Coaching & Workforce 
Development Manager) attended before he left. 
Scottish Seniors Championship 
This had been held at Lanarkshire ice rink and won by Jackie Lockhart, Christine 
Cannon, Isobel Hannon and Margaret Richardson who defeated Jane McLaren, Jackie 
Craig, Marjorie McCulloch and Fiona Macfarlane in the final.  Team Lockhart would be 
going to Lethbridge, Canada for the World Senior Championships with Janet Lindsay as 
their fifth player. 
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Scottish Championship  
This had been held at Dewars ice rink, Perth.  Eve Muirhead, Anna Sloan, Vicki Adams 
and Lauren Gray beat Hannah Fleming, Jennifer Dodds, Vicky Wright and Alice Spence 
in the final.  Team Muirhead would be going to the World Women’s Championship in 
Beijing. 
Member Development Committee 
Ena Stevenson gave the following report: 
 
“The Member Development committee was formed in October last year, we have held 
two meetings since.  The purpose of this committee is to: 
* Influence future local and national curling development programmes that bring new 
players into the sport. 
* Create ideas for development, designed to increase and retain members in the sport. 
* Develop links with partnership organisations that work with specific demographic 
groups. 
* To enhance the curling experience for all members.  
Ultimately it is the clubs and rinks who need to drive change at local level, but that the 
RCCC and the Member Development committee have a critical leadership role to play 
in supporting and moving things forward. This committee should take a leading role in 
driving and supporting change in the coming months and years. 
We are looking at various ways of bringing curling into the modern world, to be more 
involved in attracting people of different ages to come and play our sport. 
As you can imagine we are only at a very early stage, but hopefully in the next few 
months we will have some itinerary in place.” 
 
The committee consists of Ailidh Hood (RCCC Development Manager), Clive Thomson 
(RCCC Board), Helen Hally (RCCC Board), Gavin Barr (Gogar Park Young Curlers), 
Robert Walker, Jim Hogg (Adult representatives), Andrew Kerr (ASC representative), 
Michael McCready (Wheelchair disability), David Old (Virtual Club representative). Ena 
was representing female curlers and Coaching, and she had been asked to apply 
through the open application that had been advertised on the RCCC website.  It had 
been disappointing that no other women had applied; Gail said that maybe the LSC 
should have got together and ensured that someone had applied, but she was delighted 
that Ena was involved. There followed discussion about shorter curling sessions, 
upskilling sessions, club clinics, encouraging the 25-40 age group, modernisation, ice 
rink contact, media contacts, member participation, daytime curling.  Ena felt that this 
committee was going to be different and she agreed to attend LSC meetings at times to 
give updates.  

10. Dates of Interest 
Dewars Heatworks Ladies Bonspiel, Perth, Thursday 16 March 
Morton Trophy Final, Fife Ice Arena, Kirkcaldy – Tuesday 14 March 
 
Scottish Curling Mixed Championship, Aberdeen, 10-12 March 
Scottish Curling Pairs Championship, Stranraer, 17-19 March 
Scottish Curling Mixed Championship, Aberdeen 25-27 March 
 
World Wheelchair Curling Championship, Pyeonchang, Korea, 4-11 March 
World Women’s Curling Championship, Beijing, China, 18-26 March 
World Senior Curling Championship, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada 22-29 April 
World Mixed Doubles Curling Championship, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada 22-29 April  

 

11. AOCB 
Fiona Motion (Lanarkshire) asked if anyone knew the dates for the Sellar and Yarra 
next year.  The Yarra is usually at the end of January and the Sellar around 15th 
January. 

 
 

12. Date of next meetings 
Tuesday 4 April 2017 at RCCC, Ochil House, Stirling, FK7 7XE at 1:15pm 

 

13 
. 

Vote of Thanks 
The meeting closed at 15:55 with Vice-President Margaret thanking President Jan for 
chairing the meeting. She thanked everyone for coming and wished everyone a safe 
journey home. 
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Signature: ……………………………………………..         Date: ……………………… 


